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From The Editors
So once again I am late to finalize an issue of Black Rabbit
Quarterly. All told I do have my excuses. Among other
things I’ve suffered a drooling, sludgy mental breakdown,
which has left me behind schedule. Nevertheless I (rightly)
feel bad. I’d like to apologize to all the artists whose work I
put off reviewing for so long.
But that said the finished product, finally, is before us, and
true to the spirit of Black Rabbit it takes us from angles and
to places that we had not quite known about beforehand.
When Caroline and I started publishing Black Rabbit in
2016 we hoped to make something that addressed boredom.
It wasn’t supposed to be long, because we don’t have any
sort of attention span to speak of, as we assume most of our
readers don’t, but it was supposed to be novel, and durable,
and hopefully kinetic. And I think that’s about where we’ve
landed. I can’t help but be a little proud. This is the kind of
thing I’ve always wanted to do.
As always, many thanks to my partners Caroline and Sasha,
and likewise to Isabelle Stephen, who joins us this issue as
a poetry editor. And as always, many thanks to the authors,
poets, and artists who submitted their work. I really, really
do enjoy reading your work, and I hope all of you will
submit again.
David D Brown, V

Editor of Fiction & Non-Fiction
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Map I

Ella Konefal
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Monoprint, screen print, oil paint,
chalk & charcoal on paper
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The Rain and the Rust
Poetry
By Dom Fonce

Everywhere the chew of pipes branching / through copper
soil could be heard.
– Rochelle Hurt, “In the Century of Lunch Pails”
I hear the patter past
the pipes above; the roof
plays craps with itself.
In Youngstown, spheres lick leafy
blades and levitate
zenith like earth-crust
into core and back out
through pore—a welding-fused
wendigo, once silver, is now brown
and planted, a statue, in the center of a
downtown street. Those who brave
the storm and sit in their cars must
honk horns at this poor beast, who
croaks through a mouth spliced
shut by drizzle turned lava. Poor, poor beast.
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Like it, the wet too makes us stone
and stuck within our broken bar-lit
reflections inside busted bathroom
mirrors. Some things never change:
the bulbs flicker on and off
like the moon does
as its batteries begin to die—shake
it, smack it, send it back to bright.
The locks never turn,
the paper towels are
unsurprisingly missing, and
droplets forever steal the sky,
oxidize and decay our town
like atrophy in each and every
breathing body cell.
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Map II

Ella Konefal

Monoprint, screen print, oil paint,
chalk & charcoal on paper
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Yes Ms. Librarian
Fiction
By Jim Meirose

I said coffins and you said again and I said coffins and that
like that but I must study now; if we don’t quiet down the
ahem the bunned-up ahem hairy eared ahem craggy-faced
ahem simple normal-woman ahem with a badge labeled
ahem Librarian number two ahem ahem on her Kelly green
pilled-up business suit ahem, will come over here with the
urge to do bad things to us steaming in her mind. Okay? Yah
okay then, great. Let’s settle down. Okay which problem,
where, which, here. Be ready, because this is a rapid twopart hand-crossing toccata in three quarter time, with
many trills and other ornamentation. Okay here goes—if
the librarian comes and demands we march before her to
the ladies’ room, instead we concentrate on the following
problem: There are three goofy clown bicycles and
twenty-three silly-assed clown cars in the garage at Kim’s
abandoned apartment building formerly dormitory number
one for the Ringling Brothers’ Barnum and Bailey Circus
clown battalion; provided for them fifty years ago to take
refuge in when the circus was in town. There were no flush
toilets however. How many wheels are there in the garage?
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Know before calculating, that it is specified for two manuals
and features large jumps between registers. Then before we
have a chance to vomit out some swooning convulsion of
an answer, she will slowly and slowly tell us stand still and
do not be afraid—save the hysterical fits boys, they don’t
faze me; I will not be diverted from telling you the answer
is simply ninety-eight, where ornaments and leaps in the
melody are apparent from the first bar. See how easy I am
making this for you boys? See how I am giving you the
answers? Why do you think I am giving you the answers?
Because your kind of fits are beyond the knowledge of
surgeons. And why’s the piece begin with a transition from
the G two octaves below middle C, with a lower mordent? I
will tell you yes, I will—but calm down, lose the vomiting
and retching I sense coming, and listen. Here’s the next,
Mouse: also keep in mind this problem goes into the G two
octaves above it with a trill plus initial turn: Lacey bought
ten packages of Superfatty Happycatty Bigpussy food and
nine packages of lean liver extra-hard-to-digest ratty Fatcur
food. Each package of Bigpussy contained five cans, and
each package of Fatcur contained five cans. How many more
cans of Bigpussy than Fatcur did Lacey buy—here’s the
answer, don’t bother figuring; Bach uses a loose inversion
motif between the first half and the second half of this
variation, leading to the only possible answer—five more
cans she bought, yes five more. So, say and do nothing stand
still let me touch you. Say and do nothing stand still let me
touch you. Know that this is the very way Bach passed
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material that was in the right hand to the left hand, and
loosely inverted it, in this very manner—feel it? Yes feel
it? Good, good—know the answers were ninety-eight and
five respectively and Mouse, sweet Mouse, this is especially
for you; while I gently fondle you figure ninety-eight
divided by five equals what? Oh, need to feel a little better
to calculate that? Here. That better? No. Here? Here this
that there oh—ahh, nineteen and six tenths is the answer,
Ms. Librarian. How did you figure? It just came like that,
Madame. Oh yes, then, slump down on the toilet seat while
I test your other ball whose name is Rat the left, oh, no,
I’m sorry Rat I apologize, right, ball. Just a ball it is. There.
And there. Remember? Yes? The last time these were
touched. When? That is your problem you. Much simpler
for you Rat than for him Mouse because you are much
simpler too. Christ almighty! Hey! Ah—okay okay I get the
point, Ms. Librarian. Contrasting this last movement with
variation fifteen, Glenn Gould described the final variation
as certainly one of the giddiest bits of neo-Scarlatti-ism
imaginable. Thus and becausewise, British sovereignty was
reasserted over the Falkland Islands, in the South Atlantic.
I bet neither of you two know this is what powers history.
Little things like this power history forward, in ways both
big and small. Spend enough time in the library as I have
been forced to do and you will know practically all too. You
will know practically all. You will know practically all.
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Contributors
Grace Dunbar is a visual art and sociology student from
Portland, Oregon. Her main mediums are watercolor paints,
film photography and digital video art. Grace loves to spend
her time picnicking, taking photos, reading and being with
her cat.
Dom Fonce is an undergrad English major at Youngstown
State University. His poetry has been published in, or is
forthcoming in, The Tishman Review, Italian Americana,
Burning House Press, 3Elements Literary Review, Obra/
Artifact, West Texas Literary Review, Junto Magazine,
Ohio’s Best Emerging Poets: An Anthology, and elsewhere.
His Instagram is @domfoncepoetry.
Ella Konefal is a perpetual student based in Philadelphia
PA, interested in translations of all sorts-- between vision
and touch, language and feeling, movement and mark,
stillness and sound. She grew up in many places and has
gotten good at carrying home around with her. When she’s
not drawing you’ll find her moving around all the furniture
in her apartment, analyzing literary theory, and stopping
abruptly in the street to photograph trash or cracks or wonky
shadows. Instagram: @ellakonefal and @elkodrwngs
Jim Meirose’s short work has appeared in numerous
venues. He has published several novels as well, including
the upcoming “Understanding Franklin Thompson” (JEF
pubs ‘18). Details at www.jimmeirose.com
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